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The spectra of numerically simulated channels at Ret5180 and Ret5550 in very large boxes are
described and analyzed. They support a model in which theu-structures can be decomposed in two
components. The first one is formed by structures of sizelx*5 h, lz'2 h, which span most of the
channel height, and penetrate into the buffer layer. The second one has maximum intensity in the
near-wall region, where it is highly anisotropic and scales in inner units. It widens, lengthens, and
becomes more isotropic in the outer layer, where it scales withh. The cospectrum exhibits an
analogous quasi-isotropic range, whose width grows linearly with wall distance. At the present
Reynolds numbers, nothing can be said about a possible streamwise similarity, due to limited scale
separation. An extensive set of statistics from the simulations is downloadable from
ftp://torroja.dmt.upm.es/channels. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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We discuss direct numerical simulations of the turbul
incompressible flow in plane channels at Reynolds numb
Ret5180 and Ret5550, based on the wall friction velocity
ut , and on the channel half-widthh. Our emphasis will be
on the comparison of the two numerical experiments. F
lowing Kim et al.,1 we integrate the Navier–Stokes equ
tions in the form of evolution problems for the wall-norm
vorticity vy and for the Laplacian of the wall-normal veloc
ity f5¹2v. The spatial discretization is fully spectral, usin
dealiased Fourier expansions in the wall-parallel planes,
Chebychev polynomials iny. The temporal discretization i
third-order semi-implicit Runge–Kutta, as in Moseret al.2

Table I summarizes the parameters of the present
merical experiments, together with those of previous com
rable simulations.2,3 Although those simulations had som
what higher Reynolds numbers, we will show below that
present ones are the first in which the numerical box is la
enough not to interfere with the largest structures in the o
flow. The streamwise periodicities of the boxes were cho
to be at leastLx58p h based on experimental evidence th
these structures have lengths 5h– 15 h.4–6 Little information
about their widths was available in the literature, and p
liminary simulations in boxes of different sizes at Ret5180
and Ret5550 were used to adjust the spanwise periodicity
Lz54p h.

The present results show that, in channels, the lon
scales appear in the streamwise velocityu at y50.5h, while
the widest ones appear in the spanwise velocityw at the

a!Electronic mail: juanc@torroja.dmt.upm.es
b!Also at Center for Turbulence Research, Stanford University, CA 9430
L411070-6631/2003/15(6)/41/4/$20.00
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center of the channel. In order to quantify how much tho
scales are constrained by the size of the box, we calcul
the fractionux

u of the streamwise kinetic energyu82 con-
tained in the very long wavelengthslx52p/kx>Lx at y
50.5h, and the fractionuz

w of the spanwise kinetic energ
w82 contained in the very wide wavelengthslz52p/kz

>Lz at the center of the channel. These are the scales w
either do not fit in the box or do so only marginally. In th
present Ret5550 simulation,ux

u'0.2 anduz
w'0.1, while in

Moseret al.,2 the size of whose box has been overlaid on
spectra in Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!, ux

u'0.5 anduz
w'0.4. This

suggests that the boxes of the previous simulations2,3 were
too small to represent the largest structures in the flow,
that even the present one is in some ways marginal, part
larly in the streamwise direction.

Achieving stationary statistics in these very long box
is fairly expensive, and our experience with test cases
Ret5180 indicates that at least 10 wash-out times are nee
to have confidence in the statistics of the largest scales.
present statistics were collected for the times given in
column of Table I, after discarding initial transients.

Figure 1~a! displays linearly spaced isocontours of th
premultiplied two-dimensional energy spectrum of t

.

TABLE I. Summary of cases. The resolution is measured in collocat
points, andUb is the bulk velocity.

Ret Dx1 Dz1 Dymax
1 Lx /h Lz /h tUb /Lx

Moseret al. ~Ref. 2! 590 7.2 3.6 7.2 2p p —
Abe et al. ~Ref. 3! 640 8.0 5.0 8.2 6.4 2 —
Present 180 8.9 4.5 6.1 12p 4p 22
Present 550 8.9 4.5 6.7 8p 4p 10
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. ~a!, ~b! Premultiplied two-dimensional spectrafuu /ut
2 , as functions oflx andlz . Shaded contours, Ret5180; line contours, Ret5550. The contours

are 0.2~0.2!0.8 times the common maximum value for both spectra at each wall-distance. The chain-dotted lines separate the bands of integration of
in Fig. 2. The dashed straight lines in~a! have logarithmic slopes 1/3, while in~b! they representlx52 lz andlz51.75h. ~c!, ~d! The hatched patches ar
15% contours of the two-dimensional spectral autocorrelation functionruu betweeny1515, y8/h50.5. Horizontal hatching, Ret5550; vertical hatching,
Ret5180. The shaded areas lie between the two lowest contours of the Ret5550u-spectrum at the corresponding wall distances. The chain-dotted recta
mark the size of the box in Moseret al. ~Ref. 2!. ~a!, ~c! Inner units,y1515. ~b!, ~d! Outer units,y/h50.5. The solid straight lines are everywherelx

5lz .
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the
streamwise velocityfuu5kxkz^û(kx ,kz ,y)û* (kx ,kz ,y)&,
whereû is the Fourier coefficient ofu, andkx andkz are the
streamwise and spanwise wavenumbers. This spectral
sity measures the streamwise kinetic energy contained
logarithmic wavelength interval centered atlx , lz . The line
contours come from the simulation at Ret5550, while the
shaded ones are from the one at Ret5180. The wall distance
in the figure,y1515, is roughly the location of the near-wa
peak ofu8.

The u-spectrum in the near-wall region lies approx
mately along the power lawlx

1;(lz
1)3, implying that,

while the structures of the streamwise velocity widen as t
become longer, they also become more elongated, since
progressively separate from the spectral locus of tw
dimensional isotropylx5lz . This behavior is consisten
with viscously-spreading similarity solutions of the linea
ized Squire’s equation, under the assumption of a lin
mean velocity profile and of a constant eddy viscosity in
near-wall region.7

There is still no general agreement about the scaling
the near-wall region. Contrary to the classical idea that in
scaling should work close enough to the wall, recent exp
mental evidence suggests that it does not,4,8,9 and in particu-
Downloaded 10 May 2007 to 138.4.116.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
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lar thatu8/ut increases with the Reynolds number throug
out the wall layer at a fixedy1. Some researchers8,9 have
argued that the Reynolds number dependence is due to
contribution of Townsend’s10 ‘‘inactive’’ motions. They note
that this contribution scales in outer units, and are motiva
by this observation to introduce a ‘‘mixed’’ scaling in whic
u82 is proportional to the product of the friction and out
velocities. Hites4 presents a similar argument, but favors
interpretation in which the inner and outer contributions a
scaled independently.

The present data agree with the latter idea. The o
region of the two-dimensionalu-spectra in Fig. 1~a! that
does not collapse in wall units is their long-wavelength e
There is more kinetic energy there at Ret5180 than at Ret
5550 for scales narrower thanlz

1'400, while the opposite
is true for wider scales. The reason for this incomplete sc
ing can be seen in Fig. 1~c!, where the hatched patches re
resent the premultiplied two-dimensional autocorrelat
function of the streamwise velocity

ruu5ukxkz^û~kx ,kz ,y!û* ~kx ,kz ,y8!&u/@u8~y!u8~y8!#,
~1!

which can be understood as the spectral distribution of
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp



L43Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 6, June 2003 Spectra of the very large anisotropic scales
FIG. 2. Premultiplied one-dimensional spectra as functions of wavelength and wall distance, Ret5550. Shaded contours,u-spectra; line contours,
uv-cospectra.~a!, ~c! Streamwise spectra;~b!, ~d! spanwise spectra. The dashed straight lines have unit slope.~a!, ~b! Outer units;~c!, ~d! inner units.~a!
Spanwise modes withlz.0.75h; ~b! streamwise modes withlx.5 h; ~c! spanwise modes withlz,0.75h; ~d! streamwise modes withlx,5 h.
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fraction of the streamwise kinetic energy that is correla
betweeny and y8. Note that the absolute value in the n
merator of~1! defines the correlation function independen
of the relative phases of the modes.

Figures 1~c! and 1~d! show the regions where the corr
lation ruu betweeny1515 andy850.5 h is larger than 15%
of its maximum. The shaded areas also included in th
figures lie between the two lowest levels of the Ret5550
u-spectrum, and have been added to allow comparison
these plots with Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. For each of the two
Reynolds numbers, the regions of highruu roughly coincide
with the wavelengths in which there is an excess of stre
wise kinetic energy in the near-wall region, suggesting t
the latter is the result of the penetration into the buffer reg
of outer-layer structures. The integral ofruu in wavenumber
space is a measure of the fractionCu(y,y8) of u82 which is
correlated between the two heights. For the two wa
distances in Fig. 1,Cu'0.15, indicating that the penetratio
effect is strong. The fractions of the correlated energy for
other two velocity components areCv'0.01 and Cw

'0.05, in agreement with Townsend’s10 idea that the imper-
meability condition limits global contributions to th
v-spectrum in the near-wall region, but not those tou andw.

The locations of the two hatched patches coincide w
Downloaded 10 May 2007 to 138.4.116.69. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ruu is represented in outer units@Fig. 1~d!#, and they also
coincide at both Reynolds numbers with the tails offuu in
the outer layer, which are located aroundlx*5 h, lz'2 h.
This suggests that the outer-layeru-structures can be decom
posed into two types of modes. The first one would cor
spond to the hatched patches near the dashed horizonta
in Fig. 1~b!. These modes are long anisotropic structu
whose sizes scale withh, and which are very deep in th
wall-normal direction. Long regions of uniformu8 which
extend from the near-wall region into the outer flow ha
been identified by Adrianet al.,11 who argue that they may
be the induced effect of coherent packets of hairpin vortic
The second class of modes forms a quasi-isotropic ra
which lies in Fig. 1~b! along the ridgelx52 lz . The loca-
tion of the large-wavelength end of this ridge scales in ou
units, while that of the short-wavelength end scales in in
units, so that the ridge becomes longer as the Reynolds n
ber increases. Similar nearly-isotropic modes can be fo
alonglx5lz in the premultiplied spectra ofv andw in the
outer region~not shown!. These quasi-isotropic modes of th
three velocity components probably belong to the same k
of outer-layer structures. In fact, when only waveleng
shorter thanlx55 h are considered, the energies ofu andw
are roughly equal abovey15100, and the three componen
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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are equally important at the center of the channel. Otherw
u82 is roughly twicew82, and three timesv82, throughout
the outer layer. The modes associated with the deep com
nent of theu-spectrum are less prominent infww , and are
essentially irrelevant infvv , as could already be inferre
from comparing the values given above forCu , Cv andCw .
This suggests that the mean shear has a direct effect on
generation of the deepu-modes, since the main differenc
between the three velocity components is that the ene
production feeds directly only intou82.

The wall-normal organizations of the one-dimension
u-spectrum and of theuv-cospectrum are shown in Fig. 2
They are separated into wavelength bands to isolate the
ferent components mentioned above. The lines separa
these bands are shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. Figure 2~a!
shows, as functions oflx and y, streamwise spectra whic
are integrated only over wavelengths wider thanlz

50.75h. The u-spectrum in this figure has two parts. Th
long deepu-modes form a vertical ridge at the right of th
figure, with a short appendix toward the left at the top of t
plot. It can be seen in other decompositions that the latte
a separate peak formed by the quasi-isotropic modes in
1~b!. As y approachesh the deep modes weaken and t
quasi-isotropic modes become dominant, in agreement
the assumption that the deepu-modes are directly generate
by the mean shear. This may also explain why the o
dimensionalu-spectrum measured in pipes moves to sho
wavelengths at the centerline,6,12 after having become longe
across the log-layer. The cospectrum of these wide struct
is concentrated away from the wall, but spans both the qu
isotropic and the long modes, showing that the deep mo
are not inactive away from the wall. In Fig. 2~b!, which
displays the spanwise spectra of all the structures longer
5 h, the deepu-modes can also be seen at the right ha
edge of the plot. The diagonal ridge at the bottom of t
figure is formed by the long but narrow tail which is seen
Fig. 1~a! along the power-law axis of the near-wall spectru
This ridge is confined belowy1'40 at both Reynolds num
bers.

Both in Fig. 2~b!, and in the shorter structures repr
sented in Fig. 2~d!, the cospectrum is concentrated alo
spanwise wavelengths that widen linearly withy. This
agrees with the scaling similarity assumption that is used,
example, in deriving the logarithmic law. The same is n
true for theu-spectrum, which is known to exhibit incom
plete similarity even at very high Reynolds numbers.13 This
is due to the deep long modes which, being global in
wall-normal direction, cannot be involved in any scale sim
larity with respect toy. In fact, when these modes are r
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moved in Fig. 2~d! the u-spectrum is much closer to sel
similarity. The v- and w-spectra, which have weaker dee
components, widen approximately linearly withy at all
wavelengths.

An attempt to check for streamwise similarity of the na
row scales in Fig. 2~c! fails because there is very little sca
separation between the length of the structures near the
(lx

1'1000) and those in the outer layer (lx'3 h). It is not
clear from our data whether this is a low-Reynolds num
effect, or whether the anisotropy of the near-wall structu
will keep increasing with the Reynolds number, preventi
streamwise self-similarity from ever developing.
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